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NIGERIA NAVY MILITARY SCHOOLS ENTRANCE 
EXAMINATION QUESTION 
FOR 2019/2020 SESSION 

 
PAPER 1 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 
TIME ALLOWED: 1 HOURS 

 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
1.  You must use a sharp HB Pencil to complete the answer sheet 
 
2.  The answer sheet has your name, registration number and your particulars already printed on it. 
 Read through and call the attention of the invigilator to any error(s) 
 
3.  Think carefully before making your choice of answer. When you have chosen the correct answer to the 
 question turn to the appropriate section (English Language/Verbal Aptitude and General Knowledge) of  the 
 Answer sheet and look for the number of the question and the letter which agrees with your choice and 
 blacken the circle containing the letter. Use the example shown at the bottom left of the answer 
 sheet as guide to proper shading of the correct answers. 
 
4.  If you wish to change the answer you have shaded previously, first erase it completely before shading the 
 correct answer. 
 
5.  Work fast and as accurate as you can. If you cannot answer any questions, do not spend too much time on 
 it. Go to the next questions. 
 
6.  Do not ask anybody for explanation to any question during examination except the invigilator. You are 
 advised to keep within the period specified for each test. 
 
7. You are reminded once again to use the number under English Language and General Knowledge section 
 for Paper 1 of the answer sheet. 
 
8.  Read the instructions on the answer sheet before finally starting the examination. 
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SECTION A. 
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 
 
PASSAGE. 
The use of information and communication Technology (ICT) has changed the way people do things especially in 
schools. ICT present an entirely new learning environment to students by providing much information, making 
leaning interesting and providing solutions to problems. Many countries now encourage the use of ICT and the 
mastering its basic skills in their schools in order to enjoy the benefits of ICT. one of the benefits of ICT is that it 
facilitate the use of multimedia in the teaching of some topics. 
 
The Multimedia allow students to see the picture and hear the sounds of the concepts or topics that are been taught. 
This makes the understanding of the topics easier and learning to be more interesting. Another benefit of ICT is that 
it allows for the creation of digital resource like electronic libraries where the students and teachers  
 
can access books and other educational materials from different places in the word. Again the abilities to access 
books through ICT allows student to read many books and broaden their knowledge on topics of interest. The 
knowledge gained make the students smarter and empower them to contribute to the growth of that nations as  
 
future leaders. The effect of ICT to the growth of nations will continue to contribute the prosperity of their people. 
I have just completed my primary school education and i will like to contribute to the growth of Nigeria in future. 
Now that I have been informed of some of the benefits of ICT. I will like to continue my education in a school that 
encourage the use of ICT and focus on academic excellence, discipline and leadership training.  
 
This is because being a leader requires intelligence and discipline as well as knowledge in ICT to be able to keep 
abreast with current realities. The Nigerian Navy Military Schools motto is Discipline, Knowledge and Integrity. The 
School encourage the use of ICT and takes academic, naval discipline and leadership training  
 
seriously. Its leadership training involves motivating and mentoring of student to uphold leadership qualities like 
honesty, loyalty, discipline, integrity, courage boldness and care for others in high esteem. Continuing my education 
in a school like this would adequately prepare me to be a good citizen of Nigeria and a  
 
resourceful leader in the future. I will do my best to pass the enhance examination into the School and i promise to 
be a good ambassador of the School if admitted. 
 
1.  According to the passage, how has ICT present an entirely new learning environment to students? 

A. By using science and technology to solve problems 
B. By making learning interesting and providing solution to problems 
C. By ensuring the prosperity of a people 
D. By ensuring moral discipline, knowledge and Integrity 
E. By engaging in Leadership Training. 

 
2.   Why od many countries encourage the use of ICT and the mastering its basic skills? 

A. In order to make learning interesting and provides solution to problems 
B. In order to change the way people do thing 
C. In order to enjoy the benefit of ICT 
D. In order to have good leadership System 
F. In order to prepare students to be good citizen of Nigeria. 
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3.  One of the following is an advantage of the use of multimedia in the teaching of some topics 
A. It allows students to understand multinational teaching of some topics. 
B. It allows students to access books in the theory 
C. It allow students to see the picture and hear the sound of what is been taught. 
D. It allows students to be Intelligent and respectful 
E. It allows students to good ambassador of their schools 

 
4.  According to the passage, give an example of digital resources? 

A. Electronic Library 
B. Education 
C. Intelligence 
D. Nigeria Navy Military School 
E. Teachers. 

 
5.  ICT allows students to read many books and broaden their knowledge on topics of interest. According to the 

passage, what does the knowledge gained from reading the books do to students? 
A. Makes them wise 
B. Makes them brilliant 
C. Makes them Intelligent 
D. Makes them speak English language fluently 
E. Makes them smarter. 

 
6.  What will the effect of ICT do to the growth of a nation? 

A. Make the nation to be computer people 
B. Contribute to the growth of food in the nation 
C. Help the poor people to know how to use computer 
D. Contribute to the prosperity of the people 
E. Make the nation an ICT base in the world 

 
7.  Which of the following best describes the writer of the passage? 

A. A brilliant boy who like ICT 
B. A JSS 1 Student of Nigerian Navy Military School 
C. A person who hates leadership training but love ICT so much 
D. A person who loves navy and wants to be a disciplined naval officer 
E. A person seeking admission into Nigerian Navy Military School so that he can be a good citizen of Nigeria. 

 
8.  In what kind of school does the writer wish to continue his education? 

A. A school that focuses on discipline, knowledge and Integrity. 
B. A school that has good teacher, sport complex and beautiful hostels. 
C. A school that focuses on discipline, knowledge and naval ships 
D. A School that plays with children and give them good food 
E. A School that encourage the use of ICT and focuses on academic excellence discipline and leadership 
training. 

 
9.  What is the motto of Nigeria Navy Military School? 

A. Hardwork, Integrity and Discipline 
B. ICT Base and Naval Studies 
C. Integrity, Excellence and Hardwork 
D. Discipline, Knowledge and Integrity 
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E. Knowledge, Discipline and Hardwork. 
10.  The writer said that he would do his best to pass the entrance examination. What did he promise to do if he 

gained admission? 
A. To be the best students of class 
B. To be a resourceful Leader 
C. To be a good ambassador of the school 
D. To be a good Citizen of Nigeria 
E. To make his parent happy. 

 
SECTION B. 
from the words or group of words letter A to E, choose the one that is opposite in meaning to the word or words 
underlined in each sentence. 
 
11.  The man whose brother WON the completion ask me to accompany him to the award night programme. 

a. lost,   b. took   c. gave out  d. loose  e. gain 
 
12.  you need to present your identification card before you can GAIN ACCESS into the Nigeria Navy Barracks 

a. employed b. taken c. denied access d. introduced e. allowed. 
 
13.  Nigeria Navy Schools are known for their ODRESS and academic excellence. 

a. greediness b. brilliance c. sluggishness d. mess  e. slothfulness 
 
14.  A man that is not discipline will not do well in the military, His appointment could BE TERMINATED at any 

time 
a. commence b. end  c. abolish d. ostracize e. disappear. 

 
15.  My friend is FAMOUS for his good character and brilliance. 

a. hated b. notorious c. loved d. known e. kind 
 
Choose from the list of words below, the one that is correctly spelt 
16.  a. Dialogue b. Dialoque  c.Dalogue d. Dialouge e. Daloque 
17.  a. intelligence  b. inteligence c. intelligence d. intelegence e. inteligent 
18. a. occasionally  b. occasionaly  c. occassionally d.ocasionaly d. okasionaly 
19. a. successful  b. succesful  c. successfull  d. sucessfu d. succesvul 
20. c. tomorrow  b. tommorow  c. tomorrow d. tomoro e. twomoro 
 
Choose from the list of words or group of word labeled A to E that can fill in the gap in each of the following 
sentences 
21.  Neither samuel ........ Abubakar will be allow to go to school with sharp objects 

a. and   b. or   c. with   d. together  e. nor 
 
22.  I have been aspiring to be a sailor .......  i was five years old 

a. when  b. where c. since  d. now  e. today 
 
23.  Abraham, Rebbeca, Ochuko, Pirm and Chris were asked to share twenty apply ....... themselves 

a. between. b. with  c. for  d. into  e. among 
 
24.  for you to attain your goal in life, you ........ to remain focused on your dreams 

a. has  b. had c. having d. hadn't  e. have 
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25.  Adesola understand English language very well ...... he finds Mathematics difficult to solve. 
a. or   b. and   c. but   d. therefore  e. since. 

 
Choose from the list of words lettered A - E the one which is nearest in meaning as the word underlined in the 
sentence. 
 
26.  You NEGLECTED your responsibility that was why you did not obtain your desire result. 

a. abandoned b. decorated c. discharged  d. executed e. performed. 
 
27.  My friend loves fashion so much. He likes putting on EXPENSIVE jewelries 

a. Fine  b. costly c. cheap d. beautiful e. new 
 
28.  Physical mental and medical fitness are COMPULSORY requirements for enlistment into Nigeria Navy. 

a. mandatory b. Impossible c. often  d. accidental e. weak 
 
29.  A ship called Titanic was assessed to be the largest moving ship, however the ship sank when it HIT a body of 

ice 
a. jumped b. floated c. collide d. slugged e. Missing 

 
30.  Wise people prefers good health to RICHES 

 a. wealth  b. shoes  c. beauty  d. clothes e. luxuries 
 
SECTION C. 
Each of the following sentence consist of five words Lettered A - E in question number 31-32. One of the words is a 
general term which describe what the other four words are.   
 
EXAMPLE 
a. Shelf  b. Table  c. Furniture  d. Chair  e. Stool 
The general term is furniture, that is option "C" which describes what the others are, Now answer the following 
questions. 
 
31.  a. Lizard b. Snake c. Alligator d. Reptile e. Crocodile 
 
32.  a. Water b. Seas  c. Lake  d. Streams e. Rivers 
 
33.  a. Roar  b. Sound c. Hiss  d. Tinkle e. Bark 
 
From option A - E in question number 34 - 36, Choose the option that has something in common with the given 
words. 
34.  PILOT 

a. House b. Ship  c. Aeroplan d. Car  e. Train 
 
35.  JETTY 

a. Garage b. Hanger c. Ship  d. Plane  e. Park 
 
36.  FOOTBALL FIELD 

a. Table  b. Shelves c. Bottle d. Television e. Grass 
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Nigeria Navy Military School Exam Past Questions 
 
How to Buy/Download Nigeria Navy Secondary School Past Questions 
To get the complete copy of the NNSS Exam Past Questions and Answers that includes 
the following subjects. 
 
English Language 
General Knowledge 
Mathematics 
Quantitative Aptitude Test 

 
 
Call or Whatsapp me on 08051311885 
 
PAYMENT PROCEDURE FOR THE SOFT-COPY 
After payment of the said amount for the Soft-Copy into any of the Bank 
account I will send to you on request. 
 
Send an sms in this format stated below to this mobile/whatsapp number 
08051311885. 
 
Depositor Name (your full name) 
Teller no: 
Email address: 
Services Paid for: 
 
ATM, POS, Mobile and Online Money transfer also accepted. 
 
DELIVERY ASSURANCE 
We will send the past question to your email address within 10mins after confirmation of 
payment. 
 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE  
 
WAEC Past Questions 

NECO Past Questions 

NABTAB Past Questions 

Post-UTME Past Questions 

School of Nursing Past Questions 

Nigeria Navy Past Questions, Polac Past Questions 

TRCN Past Questions and Answers 

Download Free Past Questions 
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